
California High School Exit Examination 

Reading 

Read the following passage and answer questions 1 through 9. 

A Day Away 
by Maya Angelou 

Most people today know Maya Angelou as one of America’s most important poets. One of her stories, 
“Georgia, Georgia,” was the first story by an African-American woman to be made into a television 
movie. Angelou also wrote the screenplay for the movie All Day Long and even directed it. The variety, 
quality, and passion of her work continue to inspire people today. 

We often think that our affairs, great or small, must 

be tended continuously and in detail, or our world 

will disintegrate, and we will lose our places in the 

universe. That is not true, or if it is true, then our 

situations were so temporary that they would have 

collapsed anyway. 

Once a year or so I give myself a day away. On the 

eve of my day of absence, I begin to unwrap the 

bonds which hold me in harness. I inform 

housemates, my family and close friends that I will 

not be reachable for twenty-four hours; then I 

disengage the telephone. I turn the radio dial to an 

all-music station, preferably one which plays the 

soothing golden oldies. I sit for at least an hour in a 

very hot tub; then I lay out my clothes in preparation 

for my morning escape, and knowing that nothing 

will disturb me, I sleep the sleep of the just. 

On the morning I wake naturally, for I will have set 

no clock, nor informed my body timepiece when it 

should alarm. I dress in comfortable shoes and casual 

clothes and leave my house going no place. If I am 

living in a city, I wander streets, window-shop, or 

gaze at buildings. I enter and leave public parks, 

libraries, the lobbies of skyscrapers, and movie 

houses. I stay in no place for very long. 

On the getaway day I try for amnesia. I do not want 

to know my name, where I live, or how many dire 

responsibilities rest on my shoulders. I detest 

encountering even the closest friend, for then I am 

reminded of who I am, and the circumstances of my 

life, which I want to forget for a while. 

Every person needs to take one day away. A day in 

which one consciously separates the past from the 

future. Jobs, family, employers, and friends can exist 
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one day without any one of us, and if our egos permit 

us to confess, they could exist eternally in our 

absence. 

Each person deserves a day away in which no 

problems are confronted, no solutions searched for. 

Each of us needs to withdraw from the cares which 

will not withdraw from us. We need hours of aimless 

wandering or spaces of time sitting on park benches, 

observing the mysterious world of ants and the 

canopy of treetops. 

If we step away for a time, we are not, as many may 

think and some will accuse, being irresponsible, but 

rather we are preparing ourselves to more ably 

perform our duties and discharge our obligations. 

When I return home, I am always surprised to find 

some questions I sought to evade had been answered 

and some entanglements I had hoped to flee had 

become unraveled in my absence. 

A day away acts as a spring tonic. It can dispel 

rancor, transform indecision, and renew the spirit. 

From WOULDN’T TAKE NOTHING FOR MY JOURNEY NOW 
by Maya Angelou, copyright © 1993 by Maya Angelou. Used by 
permission of Random House, Inc. 

64B 

1. 	 What is the narrator’s main purpose in this 
passage? 

A 	 to entertain readers with a story of an 
unusual day 

B 	 to inform readers how to organize a day 
away from home 

C 	 to persuade readers to take some time for 
themselves 

D 	 to describe to readers what it is like to 
rediscover a city 

L164B007 

2. 	 Which sentence below is an example of a 
simile? 

A I will have set no clock . . . 

B I do not want to know my name . . . 

C We need hours of aimless wandering . . . 

D A day away acts as a spring tonic. 

L164B013 

3. 	The words casual, wander, and gaze in 
paragraph 3 suggest a feeling of— 

A determination. 

B solitude. 

C bewilderment.


D relaxation.


L164B006 
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4. 	 The narrator MOST likely laid out her 
clothes the night before her day away so 
that she— 

A wouldn’t forget what she wanted to wear. 

B wouldn’t have to make a decision in the 
morning. 

C would be able to sleep late in the morning. 

D would be as stylishly dressed as possible. 

L164B010 

5.	 Which BEST describes the narrator’s tone 
in the second half of the passage? 

A persuasive 

B humorous 

C sarcastic


D frustrated


L164B016 

6. 	 Which sentence from the passage is an 
example of figurative language? 

A 	 Once a year or so I give myself a day away. 

B 	 On the eve of my day of absence, I begin to 
unwrap the bonds which hold me in 
harness. 

C 	 I enter and leave public parks, libraries, the 
lobbies of skyscrapers, and movie houses. 

D 	 It can dispel rancor, transform indecision, 
and renew the spirit. 

L164B014 

7. 	 In which sentence from the passage does 
the narrator acknowledge those who 
disagree with her main argument? 

A 	 I inform housemates, my family and close 
friends that I will not be reachable for 
twenty-four hours; then I disengage the 
telephone. 

B 	 I detest encountering even the closest 
friend, for then I am reminded of who I am, 
and the circumstances of my life, which I 
want to forget for a while. 

C 	 If we step away for a time, we are not, as 
many may think and some will accuse, 
being irresponsible, but rather we are 
preparing ourselves to more ably perform 
our duties and discharge our obligations. 

D 	 When I return home, I am always surprised 
to find some questions I sought to evade 
had been answered and some 
entanglements I had hoped to flee had 
become unraveled in my absence. 

L164B015 

8. 	 Which statement from the passage BEST 
describes the narrator’s motivation for 
“a day away”? 

A 	 . . . we will lose our places in the universe. 

B 	 . . . I sleep the sleep of the just. 

C 	 . . . I want to forget for a while. 

D 	 . . . friends can exist one day without any one 
of us. 

L164B009 

9. 	 Which of the following is the main theme 
of the passage? 

A 	 Self-energizing oneself is necessary. 

B 	 Time is of the essence. 

C 	 Problems will solve themselves. 

D 	 A single decision has many consequences. 

L164B011 
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Read the following passage and answer questions 10 through 12. 

A Universal Language 

1 	 Thousands of different languages exist in the 

world, some spoken by millions of people and 

some spoken by only a few. Since it is difficult 

and time-consuming to learn a new language, 

many people speak only one. Some people have a 

little knowledge of one or two other languages 

but aren’t able to put them into practice very 

often. Travelers to foreign countries often have to 

rely on a translator or an international dictionary. 

Wouldn’t it be helpful, then, to have a universal 

language that everyone could understand? 

Dr. Zamenhof and His Belief in the Benefits 
of a Universal Language 

2 	 L. L. Zamenhof believed in such a language. A 

linguist from Warsaw, Poland, he felt that a 

common language would contribute to better 

communication and help ease world tensions. 

Zamenhof wanted to create a language that did 

not favor speakers from any geographic area and 

one that would be easy for everyone to learn. He 

rejected existing languages because they were 

either too complicated or would put native 

speakers at an advantage over others. 

3 	 Zamenhof published his universal language in 

1887. It quickly became known as “Esperanto” 

after his pseudonym, which means “one who is 

hoping.” He was hoping that his language would 

become accepted and spread throughout the world. 

4 	 Zamenhof did not envision his language as one 

replacing all other languages but instead as one 

spoken as a second language by people around 

the world. In addition to travelers, Esperanto 

could be useful for anyone wanting to learn more 

about other cultures. In fact, people from all 

around the world come together at Esperanto 

conventions, where the communication barrier is 

broken because everyone speaks the same 

language. 

An Easy Language to Learn 

5 	 Esperanto is easy to learn. The grammar and 

other rules of Esperanto are relatively simple, and 

all words are spelled as they sound. These 

features make it possible to become fluent in 

Esperanto much more quickly than in other 

languages. A knowledge of Esperanto also makes 

it easier to learn other foreign languages, since 

Esperanto has its roots in many different 

languages. 

6 	 The majority of the words in Esperanto are 

derived from Latin and Romance languages, and 

French in particular. The rest of the vocabulary 

comes from German, English, Russian, Polish, 

and Greek. The words were chosen to be as easily 

recognizable as possible. 
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7 	 Most of the letters in Esperanto are pronounced 

the same way as they are in English. Some of the 

exceptions are the letter “J,” which is pronounced 

as we would pronounce a “Y,” and the letter “R,” 

which is trilled. The letter “G” is always 

pronounced as in the word “go,” and never as in 

the word “gentle.” 

8 	 In Esperanto, it is also easy to identify the 

different parts of speech. Nouns always end in 

the letter “o” or “on,” with plural nouns ending in 

“oj” or “ojn.” Some common nouns are “amiko” 

for friend, “libro” for book, and “vorto” for word. 

Adjectives always end in the letter “a.” Some 

common adjectives in Esperanto are “granda,” 

which means large, and “bruna,” which means 

brown. 

9 	 There are no indefinite articles in Esperanto. The 

only article used is “la,” which is used like the 

English word “the.” There is no need to learn 

different articles for masculine or feminine 

words, or for any cases. 

10 	 Another interesting rule of the language is that 

word order is more flexible than in most 

languages. For example, an adjective may be 

placed before or after a noun. 

The Future of Esperanto 

11 	 Although Esperanto is easy to learn, it has not yet 

achieved widespread usage as a universal 

language. One reason is that many people simply 

prefer their own language. They are proud of 

their country, and their own language is one way 

to keep that identity. 

12 	 Another reason is that, while many will agree 

with the idea of a universal language, they do not 

have the time or motivation to learn one. 

Learning a new language can be time-consuming, 

and many people will not take the time to learn 

one unless they have an inclination to learn 

languages or see some personal benefit in doing 

so. Others, perhaps, have not even heard of 

Esperanto or are unaware that such a universal 

language exists. 

13 	 Despite Esperanto’s seeming lack of popularity, it 

is estimated that several million people can speak 

the language. Many magazines are published in 

Esperanto, and books—from Shakespeare to 

Dante—have been translated into Esperanto. 

Esperanto leagues and organizations help 

maintain the language and provide interested 

people with information. Perhaps in the future, 

Esperanto will find its place as a widely used and 

accepted universal language. 

90B 
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10. Read this sentence from the passage. 

Learning a new language can be time-
consuming, and many people will not take 
the time to learn one unless they have an 
inclination to learn languages or see some 
personal benefit in doing so. 

What does the word inclination mean? 

A liking 

B voice 

C profit 

D indifference 

L190B004 

11. Based on the passage, which sentence is 
the BEST conclusion about Zamenhof? 

A He wanted the fame that creating a 
universal language would bring. 

B 	 He wanted to make a contribution to 
world peace and understanding. 

C 	 He thought English was the best basis for 
a universal language. 

D 	 He believed that pride in one’s country 
led to conflicts and wars. 

L190B006 

12. 	How does the passage reflect the themes and 
concerns of the 21st century? 

A It is about global communication. 

B It describes a particular language. 

C It reinforces the importance of research. 

D It focuses on one person’s achievement. 

L190B016 
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Read the following passage and answer questions 13 through 15. 

White Fang 

In the fall of the year when the days were shortening 

and the bite of the frost was coming into the air, 

White Fang got his chance for liberty. For several 

days there had been a great hubbub in the village. 

The summer camp was being dismantled, and the 

tribe, bag and baggage, was preparing to go off to the 

fall hunting. White Fang watched it all with eager 

eyes, and when the tepees began to come down and 

the canoes were loading at the bank, he understood. 

Already the canoes were departing, and some had 

disappeared down the river. 

Quite deliberately he determined to stay behind. He 

waited his opportunity to slink out of the camp to the 

woods. Here in the running stream where ice was 

beginning to form, he hid his trail. Then he crawled 

into the heart of a dense thicket and waited. The time 

passed by and he slept intermittently for hours. Then 

he was aroused by Gray Beaver’s voice calling him 

by name. There were other voices. White Fang could 

hear Gray Beaver’s squaw taking part in the search, 

and Mitsah, who was Gray Beaver’s son. 

White Fang trembled with fear, and though the 

impulse came to crawl out of his hiding-place, he 

resisted it. After a time the voices died away, and 

some time after that he crept out to enjoy the success 

of his undertaking. Darkness was coming on, and for 

awhile he played about among the trees, pleasuring 

his freedom. Then, and quite suddenly, he became 

aware of loneliness. He sat down to consider, 

listening to the silence of the frost and perturbed by 

it. That nothing moved nor sounded, seemed 

ominous. He felt the lurking of danger, unseen and 

unguessed. He was suspicious of the looming bulks 

of the trees and of the dark shadows that might 

conceal all manner of perilous things. 

Then it was cold. Here was no warm side of a teepee 

against which to snuggle. The frost was in his feet, 

and he kept lifting first one forefoot and then the 

other. He curved his bushy tail around to cover them, 

and at the same time he saw a vision. There was 

nothing strange about it. Upon his inward sight was 

impressed a succession of memory-pictures. He saw 

the camp again, the tepees, and the blaze of fires. He 
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heard the shrill voices of the women, the gruff basses 

of the men, and the snarling of the dogs. He was 

hungry, and he remembered pieces of meat and fish 

that had been thrown him. Here was no meat, nothing 

but a threatening and inedible silence. 

His bondage had softened him. Irresponsibility had 

weakened him. He had forgotten how to shift for 

himself. The night yawned about him. His senses, 

accustomed to the hum and bustle of the camp, used 

to the continuous impact of sights and sounds, were 

now left idle. There was nothing to do, nothing to see 

nor hear. They strained to catch some interruption of 

the silence and immobility of nature. They were 

appalled by inaction and by the feel of something 

terrible impending. 

He gave a great start of fright. A colossal and 

formless something was rushing across the field of 

his vision. It was a tree-shadow flung by the moon, 

from whose face the clouds had been brushed away. 

Reassured, he whimpered softly; then he suppressed 

the whimper for fear that it might attract the attention 

of the lurking dangers. 

A tree, contracting in the cool of the night, made a 

loud noise. It was directly above him. He yelped in 

his fright. A panic seized him, and he ran madly 

toward the village. He knew an overpowering desire 

for the protection and companionship of man. In his 

nostrils was the smell of the camp smoke. In his ears 

the camp sounds and cries were ringing loud. He 

passed out of the forest and into the moonlit open 

where there were no shadows nor darkness. But no 

village greeted his eyes. He had forgotten. The 

village had gone away. 

Reprinted from “White Fang” by Jack London. (Troll 
Communications). 

13. This passage is BEST described as— 

A fiction 

B biography 

C article


D essay


L0057009 

14. Which of the following BEST describes the 
relationship between Gray Beaver and 
White Fang? 

A 	 Gray Beaver is White Fang’s owner. 

B 	 Gray Beaver is White Fang’s brother. 

C 	 Gray Beaver and White Fang are members 
of the same tribe. 

D 	 Gray Beaver and White Fang are father and 
son. 

L0057001 

15. Which of these sentences from the story 
BEST illustrates the wild side of White 
Fang’s nature? 

A 	 “He knew an overpowering desire for the 
protection and companionship of man.” 

B 	 “Upon his inward sight was impressed a 
succession of memory-pictures.” 

C 	 “Here in the running stream where ice was 
beginning to form, he hid his trail.” 

D 	 “Then, and quite suddenly, he became 
aware of loneliness.” 

L0057006 
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Read the following passage and answer questions 16 through 18. 

Going Home

Some days, I go to school, and on the way to school, 

I think that there is nowhere else in the world I would 

rather be. No matter what time of year it is, I walk 

through the neighborhoods, and every morning, I see 

the same people I always see: the tiny old lady 

walking what may be the tiniest dog in the world, the 

man at the newsstand with the walrus mustache, the 

skipping twins on their way to the bus stop. I don’t 

know any of their names or where they live, or what 

their favorite foods are, or what they think about 

anything, but these are people I’ve known forever. In 

a strange way, I think of them as my friends. Every 

day, I smile at them, and they smile at me. The man 

at the newsstand says “Buenos días” in his deep voice 

and will sometimes comment on the weather in 

Spanish because years and years ago I told him that 

my parents spoke Spanish too, and he told me I 

needed to learn. When it rains, the old lady with the 

dog always scolds me and tells me I should carry an 

umbrella. 

And school—it’s the same. What I like best is the 

routine: homeroom, English, biology, physical 

education, lunch, math, and social studies, then 

soccer practice after school. I see the same people at 

school every day, sit next to the same people in my 

classes, eat lunch with my same friends. I have 

friends I have known as long as I can remember. It’s 

as comfortable as being at home. 

My parents moved into our house before I was born. I 

know everything there is to know about our street. 

The oak tree in the yard has a tree house that my 

father built when I was six. The sidewalk is cracked 

in front of our neighbors’ house from the big 

earthquake; we use the uneven pavement as a skate 

ramp. If you run past the tall fence in front of the big 

white house on the corner, you can see through the 

fence as if it didn’t exist. 

At breakfast my parents give each other a look, and I 

know something is going to happen. Before they can 

say anything, I want to know what it is all about. 

“Nothing bad,” my father says. 

I look at my mother, and she gives me a smile of 

reassurance and pats my shoulder. “You should be 

happy, Carlos. This is only good news.” What I see 

on their faces is worry. 

“We’re going to move,” my father says. 

Today on my way to school I look at everything as if 

seeing it for the first time. The tiny old lady waves at 

me; her tiny dog wags its tail and gives a tiny bark. 

The man at the newsstand greets me. The skipping 

twins almost run me off the sidewalk, but they veer in 

the other direction and race off to the bus stop. I feel 
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like a different person, a stranger, someone who 

really might be seeing these people for the first time. 

No longer are they the familiar landmarks of my 

daily trek to school. After I move with my family, I 

might never see them again, and I am filled with an 

indefinable feeling. I don’t know if it’s loneliness or 

grief. 

For the first time ever, my school day is not 

comfortable. All day long, I feel constricted and 

restrained, the way you feel when it’s winter and 

you’re wearing layers of sweaters under your jacket, 

and everything feels too tight and you can’t move. 

My English teacher’s voice sounds high-pitched and 

scratchy; my friends say the same things they always 

do, but today it seems boring; my lunch tastes like 

chalk; and my pitches in P.E. class go wild, as if they 

have a mind of their own. In social studies, the 

teacher lectures from the chapter we read the night 

before, so it’s like knowing how the movie ends 

before you sit down in the theater. Going home from 

this day is a relief—until I remember that we’re 

moving. 

I try to imagine living somewhere else, but all I can 

see is a blank space, a question mark, an empty page. 

All I know is my life. All I know is where I live, 

where I go, what I do here. I have been other 

places—I have visited my grandparents in Texas and 

my cousins in Mexico, and once we took a trip to 

New York. You can visit anywhere, but until you 

walk the same route to school every day for years, 

what do you know? You can know about the average 

rainfall and the geographical landmarks, but where is 

the best place to get a milkshake? 

My mother comes up to my room and tells me that 

my father has gotten a promotion. That’s why we are 

moving. “Don’t you want to know where we’re 

going?” she asks. 

“Not really,” I say. She tells me anyway. I pretend not 

to listen. 

Every day, my parents tell me something about the 

town that will become our new home. There is a 

bronze statue honoring World War II veterans in the 

park downtown. In the summer, there are rodeos at 

the county fair. There is an annual strawberry festival. 

The mayor used to be a pro football player. There are 

oak trees in our new neighborhood, just like the one 

in our yard. 

Images of oak trees and rodeo clowns and 

strawberries and statues begin to fill in the blank 

space in my mind. I start wondering what it might be 

like to live in this town where the mayor presides at 

all the high school football games, and the 

strawberries are supposed to be the best in the world. 

On the day before we move, I walk in the same 

direction as I would if I were going to school. When I 

see the tiny old lady, I tell her good-bye, and she tells 

me to carry an umbrella when it rains. Her tiny dog 
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holds out a tiny paw to shake my hand. The man at the 

newsstand shakes my hand, too. The twins wave as 

they board the bus. I go home, walking slowly 

through streets lined with oak trees. 

A huge truck is parked in front of our house. The 

movers are carrying boxes while my parents are 

loading suitcases into our car. Soon our house will be 

empty. But not for long; I know that somewhere there 

are parents telling their children about a town filled 

with oak trees, a place where you can get the best 

milkshake in the world, a place where, if you’re 

lucky, you might see the same people every day of 

your life. 

030 

16. Why does the narrator take a walk on the 
day before the family moves? 

A to take one last look at everything familiar 

B to visit the statue in the middle of town 

C to see if the same people are still in the 
same places 

D 	 to be away from home when the movers 
come 

L0030003 

17. Read this sentence from the selection. 

. . . I know that somewhere there are parents 
telling their children about a town filled with oak 
trees, a place where you can get the best 
milkshake in the world . . . 

What makes the preceding statement 
ironic? 

A 	 the fact that, like the narrator, other 
children are worried about moving 

B 	 the fact that, like the people in the 
narrator’s neighborhood, most people enjoy 
their homes 

C 	 the fact that, like the narrator’s father, 
parents often get promotions 

D 	 the fact that, like the narrator’s home, every 
house has its stories 

L0030008 

18. What does the author emphasize by having 
the narrator see the same people three 
different  times in the story? 

A 	 that the narrator feels at home in this town 
because nothing ever changes 

B 	 that the narrator’s life is repetitive and 
boring because nothing ever changes 

C 	 that the new town the family is moving to 
will have similar people to meet 

D 	 that the new children who move to the 
narrator’s house will become comfortable 
in it 

L0030007 
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